
 

 

 

  

Accelerate your Windows  
OS migration.
Dell | Windows® Migration Fast Forward Service

Now is the time to move your clients to Windows 7 or Windows 8*

How will the end of Microsoft® XP support impact your organization? Dell experts can 
help you jump-start a new migration or fast-forward one already in progress. Partner 
with Dell OS migration services to avoid the complications that can lead to reduced 
productivity during the switch to Windows 7 or 8.

As the leading Microsoft Windows deployment partner, no one understands the 
challenges of system migration better than Dell. We deploy millions of enterprise-
class Windows 7 and Windows 8 systems each year in over 150 countries. Let us help 
you make a smooth transition from XP before the upcoming April 2014 deadline.

Typical Dell | Windows® Migration Fast Forward Service time line

Key benefits:

•	 Migration of up to 5,000  

PCs including: 

 – Inventory 

 – Application rationalization 

 – Compatibility testing 

 – Remediation 

 – Packaging 

 – Deployment 

•	 Two Windows 7 or Windows 8 images 

(32-bit/64-bit)

•	 Automated task sequence for a lite 

touch installation (LTI) deployment 

•	 Field technicians for installation and 

trash removal for up to five sites in a 

single metropolitan area 

•	 Single point of contact, certified by the 

Project Management Institute (PMI) 

and experienced in PC deployment

Dell can help 
ensure a smooth 
upgrade through 
a modular service 
that modernizes 
your XP devices.
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Scan or click 
this code to 
learn how 
Dell Services 
can help your 
organization.

Service Description
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Field
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Our experienced image experts create 32-bit and 64-bit images that support
up to 10 of your system models. We use your image requirements or Dell best 
practices based on our imaging experience worldwide.

Utilizing our industry-leading tools, we inventory up to 5,000 PCs, clean and 
rationalize the inventory, then prepare your application library for testing.

Using our global applications factory, we rapidly test up to 100 of your critical 
applications for compatibility with your Windows 7 or Windows 8 image, fixing 
any issues we encounter.

We package up to 100 of the applications used in the application compatibility 
testing module in preparation of deployment in your production environment.

We provide an experienced, PMI-certified program manager or solutions 
architect to help you build a comprehensive deployment plan.

Using the Microsoft Deployment Toolkit 2012 Service Pack 1 and our patented 
deployment optimization methodologies, a deployment specialist builds and 
validates an automated deployment sequence for up to 10 system models.

We work with you to execute your deployment plan for up to 5,000 systems. 
This includes coordinating hardware orders, managing deployment progress, 
removing all trash and disposing old PCs responsibly.

Dell | Windows® Migration Fast Forward Service

For more information about any of our service offerings, please visit  Dell.com/services or contact your  
Dell representative.

* Microsoft SCCM 2012 Service Pack 1 is a requirement prior to any Windows 8 migration

† Within the Dell major metropolitan areas, contact your Dell representative for details

Fast-forward up to

5,000 end
users and up
to five sites†

to
for a limited time at

Windows 7 or Windows 8

special pricing.

Microsoft has announced the 
end of support for Windows XP 
in April 2014

What does our Windows Migration Fast Forward Service include? 
For a limited time, Dell is offering a Windows Migration Fast Forward Service that 
will upgrade up to 5,000 of your client systems. Choose all of the available modules 
or select just the modules you need.


